We call a learner super-teachable if a teacher can trim down an iid training set while making the learner learn even better. We provide sharp superteaching guarantees on two learners: the maximum likelihood estimator for the mean of a Gaussian, and the large margin classifier in 1D. For general learners, we provide a mixed-integer nonlinear programming-based algorithm to find a super teaching set. Empirical experiments show that our algorithm is able to find good super-teaching sets for both regression and classification problems.
the local learner while making the learner approximate the blackbox better. The reduced training set itself also serves as representative examples of local model behavior. Another application is in education. Imagine a teacher who has a teaching goal θ * . This is a reasonable assumption in practice: e.g. a geology teacher has the knowledge of the actual decision boundaries between rock categories. However, the teacher is constrained to teach with a given textbook (or a set of courseware) S. To the extent that the student is quantified mathematically, the teacher wants to select pages in the textbook with the guarantee that the student learns better from those pages than from gulping the whole book.
But is the question possible? The following example says yes. Consider learning a threshold classifier on the interval [−1, 1], with true threshold at θ * = 0. Let S have n items drawn uniformly from the interval and labeled according to θ * . Let the learner be a hard margin SVM, which places the estimated threshold in the middle of the inner-most pair in S with different labels:θ S = (x − + x + )/2 where x − is the largest negative training item and x + the smallest positive training item in S. It is well known that |θ S − θ * | converges at a rate of 1/n: the intuition being that the average space between adjacent items is O(1/n). Figure 1: The original training set S with n = 6 items (circles and stars; green=negative, purple=positive), and the most-symmetric training set (stars) the teacher selects.
The teacher knows everything but cannot tell θ * directly to the learner. Instead, it can select the most-symmetric pair in S about θ * and give them to the learner as a two-item training set. We will prove later that the risk on the most symmetric pair is O(1/n 2 ), that is, learning from the selected subset surpasses learning from S. Thus we observe something interesting: the teacher can turn a larger training set S into a smaller and better subset for the midpoint classifier. We call this phenomenon super-teaching.
Formal Definition of Super Teaching
Let Z be the data space: for unsupervised learning Z = X, while for supervised learning Z = X × Y. Let p Z be the underlying distribution over Z. We take a function view of the learner: a learner A is a function A : ∪ ∞ n=0 Z n → Θ, where Θ is the learner's hypothesis space. The notation ∪ ∞ n=0 Z n defines the "set of (potentially non-iid) training sets", namely multisets of any size whose elements are in Z. Given any training set T ∈ ∪ ∞ n=0 Z n , we assume A returns a unique hypothesis A(T ) θ T ∈ Θ. The learner's risk R(θ) for θ ∈ Θ is defined as:
The former is for prediction tasks where () is a loss function and θ(x) denotes the prediction on x made by model θ; the latter is for parameter estimation where we assume a realizable model p Z = p θ * for some θ * ∈ Θ.
We now introduce a clairvoyant teacher B who has full knowledge of p Z , A, R. The teacher is also given an iid training set S = {z 1 , . . . , z n } ∼ p Z . If the teacher teaches S to A, the learner will incur a risk R(A(S)) R(θ S ). The teacher's goal is to judiciously select a subset B(S) ⊂ S to act as a "super teaching set" for the learner so that R(θ B(S) ) < R(θ S ). Of course, to do so the teacher must utilize her knowledge of the learning task, thus the subset is actually a function B(S, p Z , A, R). In particular, the teacher knows p Z already, and this sets our problem apart from machine learning. For readability we suppress these extra parameters in the rest of the paper. We formally define super teaching as follows.
Definition 1 (Super Teaching). B is a super teacher for learner
where S iid ∼ p n Z , B(S) ⊂ S, and c n ≤ 1 is a sequence we call super teaching ratio.
Obviously, c n = 1 can be trivially achieved by letting B(S) = S so we are interested in small c n . There are two fundamental questions: (1) Do super teachers provably exist? (2) How to compute a super teaching set B(S) in practice?
We answer the first question positively by exhibiting super teaching on two learners: maximum likelihood estimator for the mean of a Gaussian in section 3, and 1D large margin classifier in section 4. Guarantees on super teaching for general learners remain future work. Nonetheless, empirically we can find a super teaching set for many general learners: We formulate the second question as mixed-integer nonlinear programming in section 5. Empirical experiments in section 6 demonstrates that one can find a good B(S) effectively.
Analysis on Super Teaching for the MLE of Gaussian mean
In this section, we present our first theoretical result on super teaching, when the learner A M LE is the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the mean of a Gaussian. Let
. Given a sample S of size n drawn from p Z , the learner computes the MLE for the mean:θ S = A M LE (S) = 1 n n i=1 x i . We define the risk as R(θ S ) = |θ S − θ * |. The teacher we consider is the optimal k-subset teacher B k , which uses the best subset of size k to teach:
To build intuition, it is well-known that the risk of A M LE under S is O(1/ √ n) because the variance under n items shrinks like 1/n. Now consider k = 1. Since the teacher B 1 knows θ * , under our setting the best teaching strategy is for her to select the item in S closest to θ * , which forms the singleton teaching set B 1 (S). One can show that with large probability this closest item is O(1/n) away from θ * (the central part of a Gaussian density is essentially uniform). Therefore, we already see a super teaching ratio of c n = n − 1 2 . More generally, our main result below shows that B k achieves a super teaching ratio c n = O(n −k+
Toward proving the theorem, 1 we first recall the standard rate R(θ S ) ≈ n − 1 2 if A M LE learns from the whole training set S:
1 Remark: we introduced an auxiliary variable which controls the implicit tradeoff between cn, how much super teaching helps, and N , how soon super teaching takes effect. When → 0 the teaching ratio cn approaches O(n −k+ 1 2 ), but as we will see N (k, , δ) → ∞. Similarly, k also affects the tradeoff: the teaching ratio is smaller as we enlarge k, but N (k, , δ) increases.
We now work out the risk of A M LE if it learns from the optimal k-subset teacher B k . Theorem 4 says that this risk is very small and sharply concentrated around
To prove Theorem 4, we first give the following lemma. Proof. Let I 1 and I 2 be two subsets of size k and they overlap on t indexes. Then the total number of distinct indexes that appear in I 1 ∪ I 2 is 2k − t. There are C n 2k−t ways of choosing such 2k − t indexes. Next we determine which t indexes are overlapping ones. We have C 2k−t t ways of choosing such t indexes. Finally we have C 2k−2t k−t ways of selecting half of the non-overlapping indexes and attribute them to I 1 . Thus in total we have
ordered pairs of subsets that overlap on t indexes. By our assumption n ≥ 4k we have
k . Therefore the total number of ordered pairs of subsets that are overlapping but not identical is
Now we prove the risk of the optimal k-subset teacher.
Theorem 4. Let B k be the optimal k-subset teacher. Let S be an n-item iid sample drawn from N (θ
Proof. Let I ⊆ {1, 2, ..., n} and |I| = k, define γ I = 1 √ k i∈I (x i − θ * ). Let S I denote the subset indexed by
Thus to prove Theorem 4 it suffices to prove
Let α = (
We first prove the lower bound. Note that γ I has the same distribution for all I. Thus by the union bound,
To show the upper bound, we define
where the last inequality follows from the Markov inequality. Now we lower bound E [T ].
Note that < k, thus β < 1. For x ∈ (−β, β),
Now we upper bound V [T ].
Otherwise 1 ≤ |I ∩ I | ≤ k − 1, that is, I and I overlap but not identical, then
(19) Note that γ I and γ I are jointly Gaussian with covariance
where
k . The joint PDF of two standard normal distributions x, y with covariance ρ is
Note that f (x, y) ≤ 1 2π
(23) According to Lemma 3, there are at most
Now plug (24) and (16) into (14), we have
Let (13) and (26) concludes the proof.
Now we can conclude super-teaching by comparing Theorem 4 and Proposition 2:
Analysis on Super Teaching for 1D Large Margin Classifier
We present our second theoretical result, this time on teaching a 1D large margin classifier. Let
max i:yi=−1 x i and x + min i:yi=+1 x i be the inner-most pair of opposite labels in S if they exist. We formally define the large margin classifier A lm (S) aŝ
The teacher we consider is the most symmetric teacher, who selects the most symmetric pair about θ * in S and gives it to the learner. We define the most-symmetric teacher B ms :
Our main result shows that learning from the whole set S achieves the well-known O(1/n) risk, but surprisingly B ms achieves O(1/n 2 ) risk, therefore it is an approximately c n = O(n −1 ) super teaching ratio.
Theorem 5. Let S be an n-item iid sample drawn from
Before proving Theorem 5, we first show that B ms is an optimal teacher for the large margin classifier. Proposition 6. B ms is an optimal teacher for the large margin classifierθ S .
Proof. We show R(θ Bms(S) ) ≤ R(θ B(S) ) for any B and any S.
If |B ms (S)| = 1, then S is either all positive or all negative. In both cases R(θ B(S) ) = 1 for any B by definition. Thus
Otherwise |B ms (S)| = 2, then if B(S) is all positive or all negative, we have R(θ B(S) ) = 1 and thus
Now we show that learning on the whole S incurs O(n −1 ) risk. First, we give the following lemma for the exact tail probability of R(θ S ).
Lemma 7.
For the large margin classifierθ S , we have
The proof for Lemma 7 is in the appendix.
Theorem 8. Let S be an n-item iid sample drawn from p Z . Then ∀δ ∈ (0, 1) and ∀n ≥ 2,
Proof. According to Lemma 7, for ≤ 1 2 , we have
Note that n ≥ 2, thus
Now we work out the risk of the most symmetric teacher B ms . To bound the risk of B ms we need the following key lemma, which shows that the sample complexity with the teacher is O( −1/2 ).
Lemma 9. Let n = 4m, where m is an integer. Let S be an n-item iid sample drawn from p Z . ∀ > 0, ∀δ ∈ (0, 1), ∃M( , δ) = max{
Proof. We give a proof sketch and the details are in the appendix. Let S 1 = {x | (x, 1) ∈ S} and S 2 = {x | (x, −1) ∈ S} respectively. Then we have . By union bound, we have P (E 1 , E 2 ) > 1 − 2δ 3 . Let E 3 be the following event: there exist a point x 2 in S 2 such that −x 2 , the flipped point, lies in the same segment as some point
Rewriting in Lemma 9 as a function of n, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Let S be an n-item iid sample dawn from p Z , then
Proof. Note that if n ≥ N 1 (δ) = 
Now we can conclude super teaching:
Proof of Theorem 5. According to Theorem 10, ∃N 1 (
An MINLP Algorithm for Super Teaching
Although the problem of proving super teaching ratios for a specific learner is interesting, we now focus on an algorithm to find a super teaching set for general learners given a training set S. That is, we find a subset B(S) ⊂ S so that R(θ B(S) ) < R(θ S ). We start by formulating super teaching as a subset selection problem. To this end, we introduce binary indicator variables b 1 , . . . , b n where b i = 1 means z i ∈ S is included in the subset. We consider learners A that can be defined via convex empirical risk minimization:
For simplicity we assume there is a unique global minimum which is returned by argmin. Note that we use˜ in (34) to denote the (surrogate) convex loss used by A in performing empirical risk minimization. For example,˜ may be the negative log likelihood for logistic regression.˜ is potentially different from (e.g. the 0-1 loss) used by the teacher to define the teaching risk R in (1).
We formulate super teaching as the following bilevel combinatorial optimization problem:
Under mild conditions, we may replace the lower level optimization problem (i.e. the machine learning problem (36)) by its first order optimality (KKT) conditions:
This reduces the bilevel problem but the constraint is nonlinear in general, leading to a mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP), for which effective solvers exist. We use the MINLP solver in NEOS [15] .
Simulations
We now apply the framework in section 5 to logistic regression and ridge regression, and show that the solver indeed selects a super-teaching subset that is far better than the original training set S.
Teaching Logistic Regression
terministic given x. Logistic regression estimatesθ S = A lr (S) with (34), where λ = 0.1 and˜ (z i ) = log(1 + exp(−y i x i θ)). In contrast, The teacher's risk is defined to be the expected 0-1 loss:
whereθ(x) is the label of x predicted byθ. Since p Z is symmetric about the origin, the risk can be rewritten in terms of the angle betweenθ and θ * : R(θ) = arccos(θ
We run experiments to study the effectiveness and scalability of the NEOS MINLP solver on (38), specifically with respect to the training set size n = |S| and dimension d.
In the first set of experiments we fix d = 2 and vary n = 16, 64, 256 and 1024. For each n we run 10 trials. In each trial we draw an n-item iid sample S ∼ p Z and call the solver on (38) . The solver's solution to b 1 . . . b n indicates the super teaching set B(S). We then compute an empirical version of the super teaching ratio:
Logistic Regression Ridge Regression n = |S|ĉn |B(S)|/n time (s)ĉn |B(S)|/n time (s) 16 Table 1 : Super teaching as n changes.
In the left half of Table 1 we report the median of the following quantities over 10 trials:ĉ n , the fraction of the training items selected for super teaching |B(S)|/n, and the NEOS server running time.
The main result is thatĉ n 1 for all n, which means the solver indeed selects a super-teaching set B(S) that is far Table 2 : Super teaching as d changes.
better than the original iid training set S. Therefore, MINLP is a valid algorithm for finding a super teaching set.
Second, we note that the solver tends to select a large subset since the median |B(S)|/n ≥ 1/2. This is interesting as it is known that when S is dense, one can select extremely sparse super teaching sets, as small as a few items, to teach effectively [28] . Understanding the different regimes remains future work.
Finally, the running time grows fast with n. For example, when n = 1024 it takes around half an hour to solve (38) . Future work needs to address this bottleneck in applying MINLP to large problems.
In the second set of experiments we fix n = 32 and vary d = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. The left half of Table 2 shows the results. The empirical teaching ratioĉ n is still below 1 in all cases, showing super teaching. But as the dimension of the problem increasesĉ n deteriorates toward 1. Nonetheless, even when d = n we still see a median super teaching ratio of 0.82; the corresponding super teaching set B(S) has only 58% training items than the dimension. It is interesting that the MINLP algorithm intentionally created a "high dimensional" learning problem (as in higher dimension d than selected training items |B(S)|) to achieve better teaching, knowing that the learner A lr is regularized. The running time does not change dramatically.
Teaching Ridge Regression
Let the teaching risk be the parameter difference: R(θ) = θ − θ * . Given a sample S with n iid items drawn from p Z , ridge regression estimatesθ S = A rr (S) with λ = 0.1 and
The corresponding MINLP is:
We run the same set of experiments. Tables 1 and 2 show the results, which are qualitatively similar to teaching logistic regression. Again, we see the empirical super teaching ratiô c n 1, indicating the presence of super teaching. 
Related Work
There has been several research threads in different communities aimed at reducing a data set while maintaining its utility. The first thread is training set reduction [19, 43, 42] , which during training time prunes items in S in an attempt to improve the learned model. The second thread is coresets [22, 6] , a summary of S such that models learned on the summary are provably competitive with models learned on the full data set S. But as they do not know the target model p Z or θ * , these methods cannot truly achieve super teaching. The third thread is curriculum learning [11] which showed that smart initialization is useful for nonconvex optimization. In contrast, our teacher can directly encode the true model and therefore obtain faster rates. The final thread is sample compression [17] , where a compression function chooses a subset T ⊂ S and a reconstruction function to form a hypothesis. Our present work has some similarity with compression, which allows increased accuracy since compression bounds can be used as regularization [26] .
The theoretical study of machine teaching has focused on the teaching dimension, i.e. the minimum training set size needed to exactly teach a target concept θ * [20, 38, 46, 18, 29, 45, 16, 44, 48, 9, 3, 4, 21, 31, 8, 7, 25, 5, 36, 23, 10] . Most of the prior work assumed a synthetic teaching setting where S is the whole item space, which is often unrealistic. Liu et al. considered approximate teaching in the finite S setting [30] , though their analysis focused on a specific SGD learner. Our super teaching setting applies to arbitrary learners, and we allow approximate teaching -namely we do not require the teacher to teach exactly the target model, which is infeasible in our pool-based teaching setting with a finite S.
Machine teaching applications include education [14, 33, 39, 27, 13, 34] , computer security [2, 1, 32] , and interactive machine learning [40, 12, 24] . By establishing the existence of super-teaching, the present paper can guide the process of finding a more effective training set for these applications.
Discussions and Conclusion
We presented super-teaching: when the teacher already knows the target model, she can often choose from a given training set a smaller subset that trains a learner better. We proved this for two learners, and provided an empirical algorithm based on mixed integer nonlinear programming to find a super teaching set.
However, much needs to be done on the theory of super teaching. We give two counterexamples to illustrate that not all learners are super-teachable.
. Given a n-item training set S, the MLE for θ
We can generalize this to a classification setting, and show that neither the least nor the greatest consistent hypothesis is not super-teachable:
p Z is uniform on X and noiseless y labeled according to θ * . The risk R(θ S ) is the size of the symmetric difference between the two intervalsθ S and θ * , normalized by x max −x min . Given a sample S, the least consistent learner A lc learns the tightest interval over positive
θ lc S = ∅ if S does not contain positive items. The greatest consistent learner A gc extends the hypothesis interval in both directions as much as possible before hitting negative points in S. If S has no positive we defineθ gc S = ∅, too. Proposition 11. Neither A lc nor A gc is super-teachable.
Proof. We first show A lc is not super-teachable. Note that A lc learns the tightest interval consistent with S, thus we always haveθ Another open question concerns the optimal super-teaching subset size k for a given training set of size n. For example, our result on teaching the MLE of Gaussian mean indicates that the rate improves as k grows. However, our analysis only applies to a fixed k. Further research is needed to identify the optimal k.
Supplemental Material Lemma 7. For the large margin classifierθ S , we have
Proof. The risk is R(θ S ) = |θ S |. Define event E : {∃(x, −1) ∈ S ∧ ∃(x, +1) ∈ S}. P |θ S | ≤ can be decomposed into two components depending on if E happens as (40) shows.
becauseθ S = ±1 always holds given E c happens. Thus,
Now we compute P |θ S | ≤ , E . Let n + be the number of positive points in S.
To compute it, we first compute
i . Also since −x − ≤ 1 and x + ≤ 2 are independent given E i happens, thus
Take the derivative of F gives
Note that 
, by (42) we have
Teacher Improves Learning by Selecting a Training Subset
Now we compute the two integration in (46)
For the second integration, note that it can decomposed as
Since the two sub-integration's are identical because the two sub regions are symmetric. We only show the computation for the first.
Thus we have
Combine (47) and (50), we can compute (46) as follows.
Therefore we have
Now combine (41) and (52) we have
which is equivalent to (29) .
Lemma 9. Let n = 4m, where m is an integer. Let S be an n-item iid sample drawn from p Z . ∀ > 0, ∀δ ∈ (0, 1),
Proof. Let S 1 = {x | (x, 1) ∈ S} and S 2 = {x | (x, −1) ∈ S} respectively. Then we have
Then we have
where we rule out all possible sequences of 4m points which lead to |S 1 | < m or |S 2 | < m. By standard result [37] (Lemma A.5)
where the 2nd-to-last inequality follows from the fact that e ≥ (1 + Let T i be the number of all possible coupon sequences of S 1 such that S 1 occupies exactly i segments (i.e. distinct coupons). We have C n i ways of choosing i segments among a total of N . Also, for each choice of i segments, the number of all possible coupon sequences of S 1 such that S 1 fully occupies those i segments without empty is upper bounded by i |S1| . Thus T i ≤ C n i i |S1| and we have
Since m ≥ δ , |S 1 | ≥ 2m, and N > 2em, thus 
Thus,
3 ) > 1 − δ. Thus with probability at least 1 − δ, there exist x 2 ∈ S 2 and x 1 ∈ S 1 such that |x 1 + x 2 | ≤ 1 N . We now bound We now have |x 1 + x 2 | ≤ 2 . Finally, since {s − , s + } selected by teacher B ms is the most symmetric pair, it must satisfy |s − + s + | ≤ |x 1 + x 2 | ≤ 2 . Putting together, with probability at least 1 − δ, R(θ Bms(S) ) = 1 2 |s − + s + | ≤ .
